Abstract-This paper focuses on relay node scheduling method which is based on an improved discrete Markov chain. It presents a single relay node's existing state, analyzes its access behavior, and summarizes various linear system design, according to our present balanced equations and form state transition probability, nodes are scheduled in relay network, the improved discrete time Markov chain is used to reduce destination noise, improve channel's SNRs performance. The simulation shows that the Markov chainbased relay distribution scheduling model is better than the tradition similar relay network methods, and the result is consistent with the theoretical analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
The relay network is one of the most promising architectures for future wireless networks. The users, who share the antenna with each other, can bring about the space diversity, so the multipath fading of wireless channel can be restrained effectively. The single-source relay systems are well studied [1] . The research of relay network demonstrates that simultaneous using relay nodes can extend the cell coverage and enhance the system capacity. In wireless sensor networks, several relay nodes can be utilized to support multiple sourcedestination pairs simultaneously as a virtual spatial multiplexing (SM) mode [1] [2] [3] .
In traditional cellular system, with the data increasing, 3GPP defines a variable data rate cellular system [2] [3] . For the data services, the power sharing concept, which is used in voice service, no longer keeps the effectiveness, the reason is that the purpose of data service transmission system is to maximize throughput. In addition, the variable data rate cellular system does not use the power control mechanism on its downlink data access, and the data rate which Mobile Terminal (MT) obtained will be changed with the user's location movement. Therefore, the users who are close to the base station will receive a higher downlink transmission rate, and the users who are at the cell edge will obtain a lower downlink transmission rate. Base-station scheduling or modulation technique can be used to solve this problem. If the scheduling mechanism provides fair downlink transmission rate for each user, and regardless the user's location, the system throughput will be reduced [4] [5] . However, when the scheduling mechanism is used to maximize the system throughput, the fairness will be difficult to allocate. So it is necessary to find a new solution to provide fairness service for each user, meanwhile, the network resources are used efficiently.
There are plenty of patterns of relay collaboration, J N Laneman had summarized it in [6] , he grouped these relays into fixed relay, selective relay and incremental relay coordination, present and proved that the frequency spectrum efficiency of incremental relay coordination is better than the others, and the incremental relay coordination is a low complexity, high-efficiency wireless relay model.
How to distribute and manage the relay nodes is a key technology in cooperative communication. Because the network mobility of each node causes the link failure, and the relay synergistic effect may be influenced, this will increase the system cost, the previous research [7] focuses on the outage probability, frame error rate, power and other performance parameters. However, whether the state of relay node itself should be considered ---when to work? Will it sleep? how collaboration's probability? There are many relay cooperative patterns [8] [9] [10] .
At present, some researches focus on some scheduling mechanism which the discrete time Markov chain (DTMC) present, [11] Markov fluid model is used in establishing the model of the wireless channel state, and obtained the effective expression of the system capacity, [12] used the Markov features to solve the different priority of access service, established the scheduling model, and proposed the corresponding performance analysis. Most previous researches were based on the node itself state to schedule. In the wireless relay system, the Markov features are not taken into the system model, which includes the data arriving and data sending .
Inspired by the above introduction, this paper presents a new Markov chain-based relay distribution scheduling model (MRDSM). Based on the relay node working state, the Markov process is able to describe the state transition, and the system equilibrium equations are obtained through the state transition probability. Nodes scheduling model is used, and the calculation is taken into this model finally, the simulation results show the correctness and effectiveness of theoretical analysis.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
One cellular access situation is considered. The network topology which uses the relay station is shown in Fig.1 . The BS is the base station, the RS is the relay station, the SS is the user terminal. Because the distance between the terminal nodes and the base station, it leads to the performance differences in data transmission rate, time-delay and so on, to solve this, the cellular can be divided into different coverage areas. It can be seen from the figure that the circular area covered by the base station is the network basic coverage layer, which in the centre of base station with the circle in solid line in Fig.1 . The relay station's position should be on the edge of the base station coverage area, its coverage includes the district's "blind spot" areas, and has a ringlike overlapping with the base station's coverage area, which is in the centre of relay station with the dashed circle line in Fig.1 . The relay station's service area is far less than the base station coverage, it is mainly used to supply the coverage (i.e. SS1~SS6 in Fig.1 ), it can also reduce the inter-cell interference, and the terminals in the ringlike overlapping area can be provided the diversity gain (i.e. SS7~SS8 in Fig.1 ). A terminal can be connected with the base station through the relay station (i.e. SS1 ~ SS6), and it also can be connected with the base station directly (i.e. SS7, SS8). Resource allocation and scheduling are both controlled and managed by the base station. Using one hop relay station, that means the hop count from the base station to the terminal is 1, the multi-hop relay will be considered when the network needs to extend. And all nodes have to maintain the time consistency; this can make the nodes wake up from the sleep state at the same time.
III. NODE ACCESS BEHAVIOR MODELING
In the actual network environment, the nodes state can be approximated considered that it is only related with the last time, so this process can be seen as a discrete time Markov chain (DTMC), and influenced by other nodes.
A. Node Status Description
The node R generally can be divided into two states: working state (W) and sleep state (D). Because the nodes state has Markov character, so the random process of node state transition can be described as follows:
(1) When the node is in the working state, elapsed time t Δ , then entering into the next state's probability (transition probability), is not only related with the next state W, but also related with the time t Δ . t Δ is the residence time in which the node stay a certain state, i.e. the node's probability distribution in the state W. From the discrete-time Markov character, we can know that i T is a non-memory distribution function, so the probable distribution of equation (1) can be expressed as:
(2) Here we use the non-memory character of exponential distribution. Taking equation (2) into Taylor expansion, we acquire :
Where q is the exponential distribution parameter, and q is also the state transition probability, ( ) o t Δ is a infinitely small variable. Equation (3) shows that the node state transition probability from W to S is proportional to the time interval t Δ , and the transition probability is q .
These transition probabilities constitute the transition probability matrix, as follows: Because every node's state is different, the data transmission process will cause data collision in a certain probability. Therefore, if we want the data to be successfully sent, the relay node has to take a logical estimate of the previous hop node, next hop node working state and sleep state, then the base station can schedule the system resources and avoid conflict effectively.
B. Markov state Transition Model Description
The system nodes scheduling process under Markov model is a doubly stochastic process, this is expressed as the user communicating with the base station through a certain relay node or direct is all random, the relay node working state or sleep state is also random in the network. So we can use the Markov theory to establish the node's scheduling model and describe such random process.
According to the system structure in Fig.1 , the cellular has one base station, M relay nodes, K users, i relay nodes and j users in the working state. Then state space S of the two-dimensional discrete Markov chain can be expressed as:
μ 's dimension are the call number of arriving or sending in one second. Thus, the system node access model which based on Markov model can be expressed as:
( , , ) S Q P φ = (6) S means the state space. Q means the transition probability matrix, ( , ) ( , ) [ ]
means the probability of system state from ( , ) a b transfer to ( , ) c d . P is the distribution vector when the system reaches the steady-state,
From the nature of transfer probability matrix in equation (4), we can get: 0
Under normal circumstances, the state ( , ) i j transition situation in Fig.3 is considered. It can be seen from the figure, in the time interval t Δ , only one node state causes changes, then it can be transfered to the next state in the system; when two or more nodes state have changed, the system will occur blocking phenomenon. And the system also can change state if the blocking occurs, then the system state will be transferred from ( , ) i j to ( , so the system transition probability , from state ( , ) i j to (
By the constraint conditions (7) and (9), the equilibrium equation of system state ( , ) i j can be achieved according to 
C. Work Process
The above section shows that, when two or more nodes have changed status, the nodes which have caused the state transition will enter into the blocking state and can not transmit data, until the time interval t Δ is over, then they continue the working state. According to the number m , we get the state transition probability, and obtain the system state balance equation. Based on this, we present a new Markov chain-based relay distribution scheduling model (MRDSM). MRDSM's main idea is: first, the state model of the relay nodes is needed to establish and calculate; second, the nodes state transition probability is constructed, and the state transition probability matrix is obtained; third, through scheduling the probability of node work or sleep state, it can save the system resources. This method is as follows:
Every node has a state information table which stores the transition probability and time interval, the table records each node's own occurrence transition probability and time interval t Δ . The power and time information should be recorded when RTS / CTS frame are sent, for example, the relay node i detects the RTS signal which is sent from user k . The node power values are translated into the probability statistic values [13] , then put into the state information table, and the time t of receiving RTS is recorded as well. At this moment, if the state information table is not empty, the node will be at working state, otherwise, the system will block. By these steps, the system working steps are as follows: 1) Each node takes the cooperation of detecting the channel's handshake signal power values, and calculates the probability values, then stores these values into the state information table.
2) Each node records the time values, and also stores them into the table.
3) The system state ( , ) i j transfer situation should be scheduled according to the system equilibrium equation which presented in section 3.2. If the state information table is empty, it indicates that the node is blocked, after a time interval t Δ , we change this node to re-work state, and update the state information table.
4) The state information table is updated continually, and the nodes are re-scheduled, then repeat the process.
According to the above algorithm, we can get the system transition probability which based on Markov model and the final steady-state probability of each node.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Bandwidth Utilization and Forced Outage Probability
This paper builds a honeycomb cell model, the simulation environment is as follows: there has 3 relays, users number K is set 8, the system bandwidth is 11 B MHz = , assuming in the transmit power of base station, relay node and user node is the same, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of signals arriving destination node is equal 2 SNR dB = , Rayleigh channel model is used. The average outage probability and ergodic capacity are considered as the criterion, and they are defined as: 
The simulation assumes that
The traditional relaying protocol is shown as "non SCM" in the simulation results, "SCMP" means the spatial channel matching matrix which based on permutation, "SCMM" means Markov chain-based relay distribution scheduling model method. The outage probability performance of spatial channel matching and mapping matrix is shown in Fig.4 . The matrix reduces the outage probability, and enhances the system reliability. As for what is mentioned before, the unitary matrix has a more extensive, it includes the permutation matrix, so the performance of spatial channel mapping matrix is better than the matching matrix, but there is little difference between them. When SR RD ρ ρ = , the spatial channel mapping matrix has about 0.3dB/0.2dB gain in outage probability performance, which compared with the traditional ZF relaying protocol. With SR ρ and RD ρ increasing, the effect of the spatial channel mapping matrix is gradually weakened, finally, three curves are overlapped. When SR ρ is fixed, the outage probability curve is flattened with the RD ρ increasing, as shown in Fig.5 . It can be seen from the simulation results that the Markov chain-based relay distribution scheduling model is better than the spatial channel matching that based on permutation matrix. However, the performance difference between these two methods is not obvious. The spatial channel matching (mapping) reduces the relay transmitting signal's noise, and it can be used in multiple single-antenna destination nodes or one multiple-antennas destination node to improve the relay system effectiveness and reliability.
B. System Capacity and Blocking
Here it still uses the above section's parameters, and the different is: the SNR is set as 16dB , and average power allocation algorithm is used on each node, this can compare these two group simulation performance clearly. In this section, ergodic capacity is considered as the criterion, and it is defined as: 6 shows the relationship between the system capacity and the call arrival rate. It can be seen from the figure, the system capacity will increase with the call increasing, because the call increasing can lead to the frequency spectrum utilization effective. At the same time when the call grows to a certain extent, the system capacity will slowly levelling off, because with the call increasing, the system outage probability will also tend flattening, then the system may reach a state of equilibrium eventually. From the figure, the parameters λ and μ can cause greater differences of the two simulation scenarios, and they are two important parameters which controlling the service speed of Markov model. The figure shows that, if the system capacity want to be having a greater improvement, the service rate of relay nodes needs to be strengthened.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper focuses on relay node scheduling method based on discrete time Markov chain. It presents a single relay node's existing state, and analyses its access behaviour, and summarizes various linear system designs, according to some equation, nodes are scheduled in relay network. The improved discrete time Markov chain is used to reduce destination noise and improve the SNRs performance. The simulation shows the performance changed under using the spatial channel mapping matrix, and the result is consistent with the theoretical analysis.
